#Varna welcomes you all!
Varna is one of the most beautiful and welcoming Bulgarian cities. It is also the biggest on the
Bulgarian Black Sea coast, and that is why, it is often called “The Sea capital of Bulgaria”. The
attractive location and the wonderful climate make Varna one of the most famous resort
centers in Europe and in the Black Sea area. The city is visited by both Bulgarian and foreign
tourists. Varna is an extremely important tourist and economic center for Bulgaria.
It is situated amphitheatrically on the shore of Varna Bay and on the Northeastern shore of
Varna Lake. With its geographical location the city of Varna acts as a bridge between Europe
and Asia, Russia, the Ukraine. Varna is also home to one of Bulgaria's largest seaport
complexes.
The entire history of Varna is inextricably linked to the Black Sea. It determined in the past and
it determines today the way of life, the livelihood, the economic activities, the culture and
ideology of the population here.
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Tourism is a major sector of Varna's economy. The city specializes in summer recreational
tourism and is a popular tourist destination. The tourist season usually lasts from June to
September with a tendency to be extended and Varna to welcome guests in all four seasons of
the year.
Varna is a city with a long and rich history. This is evident by the numerous heritage sites that
are part of the tourist potential of the city. As a port city, Varna has been and continues to be
home to diﬀerent cultures - a truly cosmopolitan city. The historic heart of the city is home to
the old quarters of the traditional communities - Bulgarians, Greeks, Armenians, Jews and
Turks - and traces linking our city to other cultures could also be found.
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Varna is also a popular destination for visitors from the UK. Recently, English has established
itself as one of the most common foreign languages not only in the world, but also in Bulgaria.
British tourists can also take advantage of the many and varied opportunities for recreation
and entertainment in Varna. Along with exploring the city's rich cultural and historical
heritage, they can see a monument dedicated to the British sailors who found their death in
Varna during the Crimean War. In the historic heart of the city itself, guests can admire the
imposing building of one of the oldest hotels in Varna, still operating today and proudly bearing
the name of the British capital.
Varna is the twin city of Bradford in the UK, a circumstance that helps strengthen the cultural
ties between the two cities and the exchange of excellent practices in education, tourism,
business and trade. Varna is undoubtedly the leading seaside destination in Bulgaria.
In Varna every tourist can ﬁnd their own paradise - families with children, young people,
people looking for entertainment, nature lovers, explorers of cultural heritage, as well as
those who prefer a quiet and peaceful holiday.
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What is more, besides being a sea capital, Varna can also claim to be the cultural capital of
Bulgaria. The cultural life in Varna attracts with its diversity. Every year the city hosts the
prestigious International Music festival "Varna Summer" in which participate world-famous
performers; here are the stages of the International Theatre Festival, the International Ballet
Competition, the International Film Festival "Love is Folly", the International Animation Film
Festival and numerous other international and national cultural events.
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